
178% gains in a month while the crypto markets crashed

Description

Crypto markets are crashing, but click here and watch this video carefully:

Notice how there’s only ONE coin in the top 100 cryptocurrencies which is green? Yup, that’s mine. In
fact, in between taking that video and writing this post, DGD has gone up from 25% to 40% 100% now.

How much did I make on this trade? For sake of simplicity, let’s just assume I bought 5 DGD coins.

Then:

1 eth = USD 660 (my buy price)
1 DGD = 0.2 eth
Cost for 5 DGD = USD 660 

Today:

1 DGD = 0.4 eth (it even went up to 0.7 eth for a short period of time but I didn’t catch it) 
1 eth = USD 920
Total for 5 DGD = 2 eth = USD 1,840

That’s a 178% gain in just 2 months.
But you know what? I’m not going to cash out. In fact, I’m reinvesting it back into the crypto markets.
Call me crazy if you will, but I’m buying the dip.

The entire market is bleeding but my portfolio is still green (thank god!). I would attribute it to both luck
and skill – by not buying shitcoins (like Ripple *cough* read my take on XRP here and here).
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Ouch.

Those who bought on 4 Jan 2018 and held till now:

4-Jan-2018 2-Feb-2018 Gain / Loss
DGD USD 170 USD 350 +105%
XRP USD 2.20 USD 0.78 -65%

Still think crypto is purely speculation or…luck? 

P.S. This is not financial advice. In fact, I wouldn’t buy DGD now since I sold today thinking it was
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overvalued. The ship has sailed, now onto the next coin!

With love,
Budget Babe
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